The existence of retarded correlations over arbitrarily large time spans in the dynamics of a gravitating system, namely, the influence of the past evolution of a material system on its present gravitational internal dynamics, is investigated. This "hereditary" influence can be thought of as transported by the gravitational waves emitted by the system in the past and subsequently scattered off the curvature of spacetime back onto the system ("backscattered waves" or "tails" ). The method used here applies to weakly self-gravitating slowly varying sources. It is a combination of a multipolar post-Minkowskian expansion for the metric in the weak-field region outside the system, and of a post-Newtonian-type expansion for the metric in the near zone. The two expansions are then "matched" in the weak-field-near-zone overlap region. The lowest-order nonlinear piece in the near-zone metric which depends on the full past history of the source ("hereditary" term) is determined. This term arises at the fourth post-Newtonian (PN) level. The arising of this "hereditary" term signifies the breakdown of one of the fundamental tenets of the post-Newtonian approximation schemes. Indeed, at the 4PN level it becomes impossible to express the near-zone metric as a functional of the instantaneous state of the material source. This means also that there is a fundamental breakdown of the concept of near zone versus the concept of wave zone. The direct dynamical influence of the above-determined hereditary, or tail, term on the evolution of the material system is then studied. This term is found to modify the Burke-Thorne gravitational radiation quadrupole damping force. This modification, although quite small in absolute magnitude, is rather large relative to the usual damping force, being -(U/c)' smaller (1 -'PN relative level). It could be important in the dynamics of inspiralling binaries. Finally, it is shown that the hereditary term is predominantly sensitive to the recent past evolution of the system and only negligibly dependent on its very remote past history.
I. INTRODUCTION The assumption of localizability, in space and time, of physical systems is one of the most successful (and fundamental General relativity entails an essential spacetime nonlocality of the gravitational interaction. At the origin of this nonlocality is the combination of two remarkable features of Einstein's equations: their "hyperbolicity" (i.e. , physically, the presence of propagation effects at a finite velocity) and their (infinite) nonlinearity (i.e. , physically, the fact that gravity generates gravity, and influences its propagation). In this work we shall investigate a consequence of this general-relativistic spacetime nonlocality: the influence of the remote-past behavior of an (isolated) gravitationally interacting system on its present local-in-space gravitational fie1d, and thereby on its present dynamical evolution.
The existence of such gravitationally induced dynamical correlations over very long time spans has been known, in principle, since the work of Choquet-Bruhat. She investigated the existence and propagation of the solutions of Einstein's field equations as determined by an initial-value problem (Cauchy problem). She proved that, given some initial data on a spacelike hypersurface S (that we shall think of as lying in the remote past), the gravitational field at some event P in spacetime depends on the values of the data on and within the intersection of S with the past (curved) light cone having its vertex at P. This result can be interpreted by saying that the gravitational field propagates with all velocities smaller than or equal to the local "velocity of light" (by which we mean the maximum velocity of propagation of interactions). A second way of picturing this phenotnenon is to say that the gravitational waves propagate with the local "velocity of light" but that they undergo a continuous backscattering off the curvature of spacetime, thereby developing the so-called wave tails. Thus, on the whole, they seem to propagate with all velocities smaller than or equal to the "velocity of light. " Note that this phenomenon arises already for linear propagation equa- tions, e. g., Maxwell's the light cone has many aspects and has been studied by many authors.
For instance we can quote some mathematical investigations' of the existence and construction of solutions, ' general Concerning the cause of these divergences, the most recent discussions ' ' ' place the blame on the traditional assumption that the post-Newtonian expansion proceeds along simple powers of 1/c, and point out that it is necessary to introduce, at some level of approximation, logarithms of the expansion parameter. It has been recently shown' that all higher post-Newtonian orders of approximation can be expanded along the asymptotic sequence (inc)i'/c", with p, n CN (and 2p & n -2) . We shall determine below that the level of approximation at which the near-zone field can no longer be expressed in terms of the instantaneous state of the source is the fourth post-Newtonian (4PN) level, which corresponds to 1/c' in g00. We shall compute the lowestorder "hereditary" contribution to the near-zone field.
It is given by
where I(t) and I, , (t) Thorne, ' to give them the physical dimensions appropriate for "multipole moments").
Given the functional skeleton A, = [ML (t),SL (t) }), the (gothic) external metric reads g, 'g 2g (R~--, 'Rg~), one obtains a formal expansion of the type
n=1 where
The N"'s (nonzero only if n )2) are some nonlinear polynomials of the "previous" h 's (m & n) and their first and second partial derivatives. For instance, we have N~(h}= -a (h~h ""}+h" a h~"+h "~a h "+a h~a jl"" (') . 
The symbols appearing in the definitions (3.6) have the following meaning. Oz ' denotes the usual retarded integral operator
The letter B denotes a complex number and r, is some arbitrary (but fixed} length scale, to be chosen later.
Then the right-hand side of Eq. (3.6b) is defined by analytic continuation in B in the following sense. First, choosing the real part of B small enough, one defines the function of 8 (considered at a fixed "field point" x', t'), 
Then, one extends the definition of both F"'(8) and
Then the function
The following notation has been used:
and, for n &0, '"'A (u)=d"A (u)ldu" [ We insert into Ni the explicit form (3.3) of the multipole expansion of h, , rearrange the terms (using the rules of manipulation of formal series), and obtain the multipole expansion of N2. Since the multipole expansion of h, is an expansion in "outward spherical waves" of the type dp[r F(t -r)] for some multi-index P and some "instantaneous" function F(u) [skipping all indices on F(u) and using c= 1], the expansion of N2 will be made of quadratic products of such spherical waves. We write this expansion as (with c =1)
The second term on the RHS of (4.14), which has k =3, ' 'H2(t -r) (4.15b)
As we shall see below, the expression (4.15a) is extremely convenient for handling the retarded integration of N2 and for separating the hereditary components in the retarded integral. However, before taking the retarded integral of both sides of (4.15a) we must, following the definition (3.6b), multiply both sides by the analytic-continuation factor r . Then, as it will be convenient to commute the retarded integral with the derivative operator BM, we need to introduce r inside the square brackets in (4.15a). This produces many extra terms coming from the derivation of r, but the point is that these extra terms will all have at least a power of 8 as a factor (coming from d;r =Br 'n;) 
+0(1/c
), which is in fact 0((lnc) /c' ) as Pl; &2 in a tail term. This proves our theorem for n =3. Now, noticing that each new nonlinear order brings in a new factor G/c, and increases the maximal power of the logarithms of p, it is easy to see, reasoning by induction on n, and using the just proven general result on the propagation of post-Newtonian order from "source to field, " that the theorem (5.3) holds true for any n. This theorem will be essential for knowing how many nonlinear iterations must be considered to get the dorn- The formula (5.15a) is not very convenient to get the asymptotic expansion of u2 when c~oo, so let us first transform the RHS of (5.15a). We can first split the RHS of (5.15a) 
(6.1)
We use the following notation. u" denotes the fourvelocity of the fluid (g""u"u"= -1), while p, II, and p denote, respectively, the proper rest-mass density, proper specific internal energy density and proper pressure
[e=pc (1+II/c ) would then be the proper energy density]. The previous variables, u "(x'),p(x'), . . . , are all expressed in some "inner" coordinate system x'" which is a priori different from the exterior coordinate system x". These variables are linked by the thermodynamic relation p =p dll/dp and they must satisfy both the lo- Let us recall that up to now the concepts of "simultaneous" versus "hereditary" were characterizing a functional dependence on the algorithmic multipole moments A, , Eq. (3.1). We need now to find the functional relationship between AL and the structure and evolution of the source. This will allow us to extract some physical significance which is, for the moment, only implicitly contained in the main results of this section Eqs. (5.10) and (5.28). We turn to this task in the next section.
VI. MATCHING TO THE SOURCE
Let us consider a material system located within the region r &r0. Following Sec. II, we assume that this system is weakly self gravitating and slowly moving Thus there exists an overlap region between the "exterior" domain D, = I (x, t)~r & rp] around the system, and an "inner" domain D;=I(x,t)~r &itroI with a&1. The overlap region D, . AD, will be sometimes referred to as the matching region.
(for p, qGN with p &2), where each g"'",(x') is a functional of the source variables p, U;, and where, in turn, p and U; satisfy some corresponding post-Newtonian equations of evolution obtained by inserting (6.5) into (6.2} and (6.3). We know already, from paper I, that the external metric also admits an expansion of the type (6.5) [see, e.g. , Eq. (5.2) where each g """"'(x')is a functional of the source variables. Now the "matching" between the "outer" and "inner" metrics (6.9) and (6.5) gives us an infinite set of equations:
V(p, q):
(6.10)
As we shall see in the following, the matching conditions" (6.10) are doubly useful. On the one hand, they will allow us to define and implement an "inner" postNewtonian scheme yielding an expansion of the form (6.5) where all the coefficients are functionals of the source variables. On the other hand, they will also determine the explicit functional relationship between the algorithmic moments and the source variables. Tak- ' 'M"(t) , 5I,b(t)= 3I f dvln ' 'I, "(t -v 5I,b(t)= I f+™duln ' 'I, b(t u). 
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Bv; p +ujv, j = -p, +pU;+7;. " '", (7.14b) which are, at once, source instantaneous and time ', Eq. (7.12b ).
The method of variation of constants shows that the effect of adding up A, ' to the time-symmetric evolution (7.14) is to cause a slow change of E(t) given, to first order in A, ', by the past scatter off the curvature of spacetime generated by the system itself. This produces incoming secondary waves which converge back on the system, and which act on its present dynamics. Let us now estimate, in a quantitative way, how sensitive is the hereditary term (7.6) to the remote past behavior of the system. To do this, let us first split the integral (7.8) into an integral between 0 and P plus an integral between P and + oo, and let us integrate the latter '"I, (t -v) --'"""I "(t) ' 'I, b(t) will still satisfy (7.24) (if the incoming velocities in the past were not much larger than the present orbital ones).
From Eq. (7.22a) and our assumption (7.24) we find that the quantitative influence on ' '(», b) of the history of the system before some time t' & t ("remote past") is smaller, in absolute magnitude, than (t -t')' c' (7.25a} The fact that the very early times enter the formulas (7.22) only through the integral ' 'I, b 
